
Angela Mitchell Hill: A Proven Leader and Empowered Entrepreneur in Nashville 

 

Angela Mitchell Hill has been a vital presence in the Nashville International Airport 
business community, serving as a local Airport Concession Disadvantaged Business 
Enterprise (ACDBE) representative for nearly two decades. Angela's work in airport 
concessions, coupled with a profound commitment to the community, has driven 
economic growth and set new standards for entrepreneurial success. 

With a business career enriched by prestigious accolades, Angela's continued pursuit of 
excellence and community advocacy have not gone unnoticed. In August of 2023, 
Angela was nominated for Nashville's Business Journal's Most Admired CEO award, a 
testament to the impeccable leadership and influential impact Angela brings to the 
business landscape. 

Further reinforcing Angela's standing as a formidable leader, Angela clinched the 
Nashville Business Journal's 2021 Women of Influence Awards in the Entrepreneur 
category. This accolade recognizes women who not only succeed in their own 
businesses but also pave the way for other aspiring female leaders in their respective 
industries. 

Augmenting her impressive list of recognitions, Angela's unwavering commitment to 
elevating the travelers' experience at the Nashville International Airport has been met 
with widespread appreciation. Her most recent venture, NaSah’s Nurture Nature, 
garnered applaud, getting nominated for Best Travelers' Service at AXN2023 in addition 
to receiving acknowledgment from Fraport's WINGS Program in July 2023. Notably, this 
becomes Angela's spa/specialty retail concept's third acknowledgment from Fraport 
within the year, an undeniable testament to her continued excellence. The trail of 
accolades vividly mirrors Angela's transformative influence within the Nashville 
International Airport community and underscores her far-reaching impact. 



NailEd It Empowerment was developed by Angela to assist other in doing business at 
airports. Through NailEd It Empowerment's custom-crafted programs, Angela has 
paved the way for aspiring entrepreneurs and suppliers to excel within the challenging 
airport market sphere. The program "From StoreFront to Concessionaire" has been 
designed to enlighten those interested in carving out a niche in airport concessions. 
Similarly, "From Kitchen to Concourse" serves to empower those looking to seize 
supplier opportunities at airports. These initiatives underscore Angela’s dedication to 
imparting her wealth of knowledge, lessons learned and personal insights, helping 
others navigate their paths to success. In essence, Angela's distinguished career full of 
accolades, enduring dedication to professional development and growth, and 
commitment to community advancement stand as an emblem of entrepreneurial 
excellence, leadership, and community empowerment. 

Emphasizing her extraordinary strength and resilience, Angela's journey began with 
merely $27 and audacious dreams. Her story is a testament to enduring spirit, proving 
that passion and perseverance can turn the humblest of beginnings into a story of 
significant success. 


